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I have decided to stick with
love. Hate is too great a burden
to bear.
-Martin Luther King, Jr.

Elevator DOs
By Sam Schall ~ Daily Bull

Being a tech campus, there
is a relative amount of inherent laziness in all of us, let it
be after jogging or class to
just having eaten or needing to get up more than 3
or 4 floors. The beautiful invention of the elevator has
encouraged this laziness,
being in all buildings and
usually easily usable for anyone, especially those who
aren’t handicapped one
way or another.
There are some common
curiosities that need to be
laid out though, as many
people don’t know what
they should do if they come
across a particularly crowded elevator. So here’s a list
of things we have worked
on and compiled for your
reference:
1: Jump. Because we know
that the elevators are so
well maintained and always
taken care of, the cables in
them are extremely strong
see Double Bacon on back

The Great Space Debates, Pt. 6
By Nathan “Invincible” Miller ~ Daily Bull

MTU Freshman Girl

Deep in the Milky Way galaxy far from their home planet, Barack Obama and his
challenger Mitt Romney face off for the last time before Americans, space beings,
sentient rocks, and figments of one’s imagination head to the polls. Having traveled
hundreds of trillions of kilometers to prove to voters that their platform is clearly
the best for the United States, our candidates had one last stop before their day
of reckoning: THE INTERGALACTIC TRIBUNAL OF INHABITED MILKY WAY WORLDS.
Populated by members from all reaches of the galaxy, the Tribunal presides over
the testiest of matters, both big and small. Warring planetary systems and bickering
tribes all are welcome to bring their qualms to the stand – for a price. In order to
keep the Tribunal functioning throughout the eons, the losing party for each disagreement must stay on to represent their system… forever! Think of it as paying a
see Cheeseburger on back

We bring to you MTU Freshman Girl and all of her shenanigans.
Got some funny ones of your own? Text us! 801-200-3377 (DERP).

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

I’m picturing something like this screenshot from Disney’s Star Wars.
...too soon?

Roommate troubles? 4AM Metallica
should patch things up.

Don’t Settle For Crappy Pizza!
Get A Large Studio Pepperoni
Pizza For As Little As $8 !!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100
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very high price for losing a court case. thousand years back Martians once
sat on the Tribunal, but they had long
Neck and neck with mere days to faded away into dust.
go before the election, Obama and
Romney decided the only way to truly Being an impartial and independent
decide the next President would be body made up of tens of thousands of
to make a case to the Tribunal. If this differing opinions, the Tribunal found
were a documentary, a montage of Romney’s opaque tax plan unnerving.
each candidate pleading their case Said one shimmering wave-like creawould play in the background while ture from Delta Pavonis, “Despite often
narrator Morgan Freeman heightens the inhabiting cloud-covered planets,
tension by describing how the loser we value transparency above most
would never see their family again other considerations.” Undaunted,
and the winner goes on to lead the Romney reminded everyone that
free world.
Barack probably would start enacting
strict gun control laws if elected to a
After hearing their arguments for second term.
what seemed like weeks, the Tribunal
came together to discuss the matter “Your puny Earth weapons are but
at hand. First and foremost, it was pebble shooters compared to the
pointed out that there were currently weaponry we have confiscated over
no Earthlings in the body, so whatever the millennia,” squelched a mechanical
the outcome, it will increase diversity titan of Nu Scorpii. “Whatever platby a small amount. A few hundred form you support on your planet will
have no consequence in your sector
overall.”

and will never give out. Nor will that middle Wadsworth elevator stop suddenly and trap you and everyone else
in it for a few hours at a time.
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Sensing an opportunity to join likeminded individuals, Barack thought
long and hard about derailing his
campaign on purpose in order to be
trapped in such a logical and fair system. “It’s like they actually care about
getting things done,” he thought to
himself. “All I’d have to do is tell the
poor to work harder to fix America
and I could help decide the fates of
entire star systems. Sure, I don’t think
anyone plays basketball here but this
might be my chance to contribute on
a truly universal scale.”
Will Obama decide to join the Tribunal? Will Romney tour the galaxy in his
intergalactic speaker-circuit-mobile?
Who will crown themselves POTUS for
4 more years?! Choose their destiny
next Tuesday!

2: Sex. Those mysterious clear fluids on the floor of the elevator are great for guessing games for everyone that
uses the elevator after you. And for those in there while you enjoy the most beautiful activity that is usually a sin, it’s
a wonderful show and they can even comment and help you improve your form and angle.
3: Start a conversation with the most uncomfortable looking person. Those silly CS majors shouldn’t be out
of their caves until the summer anyway, so it’s proper to punish them for sneaking out and trying to use an elevator with so many other people in it already. Start talking to them and make them realize that all the rumors on the
internet are true about people and that everyone biological should be avoided.
4: Hugs. Whether it’s the end of a long day of classes and teaching or the beginning, you can be sure that everyone needs a good big bear hug from a total stranger. It’ll cheer up anyone’s day.
5: Farts. Just make sure no one realizes it was
you with a beautiful silent but deadly one and
everyone will be thanking you for killing their
appetite. It’ll help everyone not eat lunch and
lose weight fast.
6: Drinking. Since it’s totally not illegal and
against campus rules to drink on campus,
bring that 5th of Skyy with you to party in
the biggest elevator and get everyone taking
“SHOTS SHOTS SHOTS” all the way to the
top floor.
7: Hit ALL the buttons. It looks like a Christmas tree and everyone loves Christmas trees,
so why not let people see one now and light
up all the buttons. It’s not like people have
places to go.
8: Singing to the elevator music. It’ll get
everyone in a cheery mood. And if there’s
not music in your elevator, make some up and
sing loud and proud.
9: Take up more space as possible. Bulk up
that backpack and spread out those elbows,
everyone needs personal space and you
should take up as much of yours as possible.
10: Call Emergency Phone, aka Sex Phone
Line. Either to send out the pleasures or to
get them, you know that there will be someone on the other end of that line every time.
So open that zipper and dip in and give their
ears the pleasure they want.

